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One of the most universally required ancillaries in our catalogue, the MICO Heavy Duty
Lever Handle Range are a set of robust, high quality sprung lever handles, fixtures and
fittings that are designed to perfectly complement our line of single point and multipoint
high security locks.

Representing Tindall Engineering’s reputation for innovation and engineering excellence,
the most unique aspect of the Heavy Duty Lever Handle Range is a component it does not
have.

In most conventional door handles, a circlip is used to fasten the handle itself to the rose
section, which can cause failure when used frequently or used with heavy doorsets. The
experts at Tindall Engineering worked around this issue by designing the handle to not
need a circlip.

This allows for a strong, easy to use, ergonomically designed lever handle that can
securely open door leaves as heavy as 200kgs (440lbs) whilst its brushed steel design
fits a range of styles from functional security door to stylish modern office.

OPERATION

Both the standard and cranked lever handle have a standard 70 degree rotation as standard.

FEATURES

Full stainless steel construction with a brushed finish.
Passes BS EN 179 durability and abuse resistance force testing.
Meets dimensional requirement guidelines which form part of Approved Document M of the Building
Regulations.
Designed for MICO heavy duty locking systems, but may be suited for other locking systems which use 8mm
square spindle holes, 38mm fixing hole centres.

BENEFITS

Tested to over one million cycles.
Heavy duty, corrosion resistant stainless steel construction.
Cranked handle provides an ergonomic user friendly operation.

OPTIONS

As our lever handles are suitable for both timber and steel doorsets, we supply stainless steel machine screws
as standard, with woodscrew fixings also available on request.

HDL – Standard heavy duty lever handle for use with MICO locking systems and external locking kits.

CHDL – Cranked handle for ergonomic, lighter operation.

Straight Lever Handle

Cranked Lever Handle
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TECHNICAL DRAWINGS

CODING SYSTEM

The MICO Lever Handles have a simple code that covers the chosen methods
of entry and exit, followed by additional options.

Example Order Code – MICO CHDL
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